Introduction: Multidisciplinary care is recommended for disabling persistent low back pain (pLBP) nonresponsive to primary care. Cognitive functional therapy (CFT) is a physiotherapy-led individualised intervention targeting psychological, physical, and lifestyle barriers to recovery, to self-manage pLBP. Objectives: This pilot study investigated clinical outcomes and pain thresholds after a 12-week CFT pathway in patients with severe pLBP referred to a University Pain Center. Exploratory analyses compared changes in clinical outcomes, opioid consumption, and costs after CFT with changes after a multidisciplinary pain management (MPM) pathway. Methods: In total, 47 consecutively referred pLBP patients consented to the CFT pathway. At baseline, 3 and 6 months, clinical outcomes and PPTs were assessed. Control patients (n 5 99) who had completed an MPM pathway in the last 3 years were matched from the clinical pain registry used in the Pain Center in a 3:1 ratio based on propensity scores derived from relevant baseline variables of the CFT cases. Results: Most clinical outcomes and low back pressure pain threshold were improved at 3 and 6 months after the CFT pathway. Compared with MPM, CFT patients had significantly larger reductions in disability and improved quality of life after the interventions at a lower cost (23688€ [confidence interval: 23063 to 24314€]). Reduction in pain intensity and proportion of patients withdrawing from opioids (18.2% vs 27.8%) were similar between CFT and MPM groups. Conclusion: Improvements in clinical and experimental pain were found after the CFT pathway. Fully powered randomized controlled trials comparing CFT with an MPM program in patients with disabling pLBP are warranted to control for the current limitations.
Introduction
Low back pain (LBP) is the leading cause of disability. 57 Despite increasing resources being spent on managing this condition, a significant proportion does not fully recover within a year. 11 Failure to recover often results in a trajectory of seeking pain specialist's second opinions, surgical evaluations, 58 and high use of opioid medication. 21 Evidence suggests that persistent low back pain (pLBP) is a multidimensional biopsychosocial problem 38, 39 with various contributing factors, such as negative pain cognitions, pain-related fear and emotional distress, 27, 31, 33, 55, 59 avoidant and protective movement behaviors, 10 and unhelpful lifestyle factors such as activity avoidance and sleep problems. 2 Current guidelines recommend that patients with pLBP who do not benefit from primary care treatment should be referred to multidisciplinary pain rehabilitation in secondary care settings. 6, 37 However, such treatments are often expensive, not easily accessible, and have small effects. 16, 49 Therefore, less expensive and more accessible management strategies targeting these multidimensional barriers to recovery may facilitate earlier improvements.
Cognitive functional therapy (CFT) 35, 36 is a physiotherapyled individualised intervention that targets physical, lifestyle, and psychological barriers to recovery, to coach people to selfmanage pLBP. Cognitive functional therapy has shown promising results in patients with pLBP in primary care with low to moderate disability compared with exercise and manual therapy at 12-month 54 and 36-month 19 follow-ups. A recent RCT demonstrated CFT to be more effective in reducing disability levels at 6 and 12 months, than group education and exercise in people with moderate disabling pLBP. 34 To date, the effectiveness of CFT has not been investigated in patients with severe pLBP and high levels of disability who have not benefited from primary care treatments, and it has not been compared with a multidisciplinary pain management program (MPM). Although cognitive and emotional factors, such as levels of fear and distress, have been observed to reduce after CFT, 35, 54 no study has yet investigated whether clinical improvements after CFT are associated with changes in pain sensitivity, which would add important knowledge regarding the possible underlying mechanisms of change associated with CFT.
As a precursor to a larger-scale randomized controlled trial comparing CFT with MPM, this pilot study investigated clinical outcomes and pressure pain thresholds (PPTs) after a 12-week CFT treatment pathway in patients with severe pLBP referred to a University Hospital Pain Center. In addition, exploratory analyses comparing changes in clinical outcomes, opioid consumption, and treatment costs in patients who took the CFT pathway with a matched cohort who took the MPM pathway were performed on clinical outcomes, opioid consumption, and treatment costs.
It was hypothesized that (1) CFT would result in improvement in clinical outcomes and pain sensitivity, and (2) improvements in clinical pain would be associated with improvements in pain sensitivity.
Materials and methods
The CONSORT-NPT was used as a guideline for reporting this study, 3 which was conducted in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration, registered at the Danish Data Protection Agency (17/ 23847), approved by the local ethics committee (S-20170029), and all patients provided written informed consent.
Cognitive functional therapy participants
All patients referred to the Odense University Pain Center between June 2017 and February 2018, who reported pain (.6 months) in the lower back as their primary pain complaint, were invited to participate in the study. Patients between 18 and 75 years of age and adept in Danish were eligible. Patients were excluded if any of these criteria were present: pregnancy, former/ present addictive behavior, neurological, or cardiovascular diseases. Patients included in the CFT pathway were requested not to receive other treatments while participating in the study but were allowed to continue analgesics.
Case-control patients
The Pain Center care group was retrospectively selected from 250 eligible patients in the PainData Registry used in the Pain Center, who had LBP, had completed the end of treatment questionnaire, had received the multidisciplinary intervention of interest, and had given electronic consent that data could be used for research. For referral, patients must have had pain .6 months and report significant disability and psychological distress affecting daily life. Patients in this setting have moderate to severe pain intensity, high disability, and psychological distress, and most report pain in more than one body area. 50, 52 2.3. Case-control matching Each person in the CFT group was matched with 3 people in the Pain Center care group, to account for the potential diversity of treatment exposure in the control group. Case/control matching used propensity scores based on the following baseline variables: age, sex, body mass index, LBP intensity, LBP duration, number of pain areas, Pain Disability Index (PDI) score, anxiety, depression, pain catastrophization, fear of movement, healthrelated quality of life (QOL), and use of analgesics or opioids. After matching (STATA psmatch2), the distributions of the baseline variables used in the propensity scoring were not statistically different (STATA pstest) between the cases and controls (t tests P 5 0.295-0.957, likelihood-ratio test P 5 0.49, Rubin R 5 1.28), indicating that no selection bias was present on these measured variables.
Cognitive functional therapy pathway
The CFT pathway included treatment performed by 1 of 3 CFTtrained physiotherapists at a private physiotherapy clinic while patients were on the Pain Center waiting list (approximately 8 months from referral). Each patient received up to 8 consultations over a period of 3 months. The intervention comprised 3 components: (1) making sense of pain: context-based patient education focusing on the multidimensional nature of pain and disability, while reducing the threat of structural damage and correcting unhelpful beliefs; (2) exposure with control: graded exposure to painful, feared, or avoided activities with body relaxation and extinguishing protective behaviours; and (3) lifestyle changes: patients were encouraged to perform 20 to 30 minutes of physical activity daily based on their preference and taught strategies to manage stress and poor sleep. 36 
Control pathway
Treatment at the Pain Center can be diverse, and control patients were only eligible if they had received a multidisciplinary intervention consisting of a combination of (1) medical treatment with a specialist pain consultant (ie, individual adjustment of analgesics to improve effect and reduce side effects) AND (2) one or more of the following: individual consultations with a pain psychologist or social worker with cognitive-behavioral therapy training or participation in a group session with relaxation therapy or mindfulness, as these represent the most comprehensive pathway. The Pain Center pathways are based on elements from cognitive-behavioral therapy, acceptance and commitment therapy, and mindfulness-based stress reduction programs (http://www.ouh.dk/wm164091), which have shown moderate effects in this population and thus have similarities with some of the CFT components. For this pathway, there was only 1 outcome time point, which was the end of their individualized treatment. Because this was individualized, the outcome time point was variable, with a median of 9 months (interquartile range 3-19).
Outcomes
All outcomes were blinded to study participants, physiotherapists, and researchers until after the last follow-up.
Pain intensity
Pain intensity was measured using Numerical Pain Rating Scale (NRS) 7 showing good test-retest reliability in patients with chronic pain. 18 Peak and average pain during the past 24 hours were rated on 2 NRSs ranging from 0 5 "no pain" to 10 5 "worst pain imaginable."
Pain-related disability
Pain-related disability was assessed with the PDI and the Oswestry Disability Questionnaire (ODI). The PDI 40 is a generic pain-related disability scale that assesses the degree to which chronic pain interferes with daily activities. This is constructed using 11-item NRSs in which 0 5 "no disability" and 10 5 "worst disability." This study used only the 5 voluntary activities items, which yielded a 0 to 50 pain-related disability score as previous psychometric analyses indicated that the obligatory activation subscale has inadequate internal reliability. 45 The ODI 14, 15 showing good validity and reliability in patients with low back pain 53 is a back pain-specific self-report measure comprising statements for the patient to select that reflect the patient's ability to manage their everyday life despite their pain. Each item is scored between 0 and 5 with a total score between 0 and 50, and a percentage score is calculated based on the patients' total score divided by the total possible score.
Pain-related cognitions and emotions
Catastrophic thinking related to pain was assessed using the Pain Catastrophizing Scale 47 showing acceptable test-retest reliability and internal consistency in patients with low back pain. 17 The Pain Catastrophizing Scale instructions ask participants to indicate the degree to which they experienced each of 13 thoughts or feelings when experiencing pain, on a 5-point Likert scale with 0 5 not at all and 4 5 all the time. The score is 0 to 52 with a higher score indicating a high level of pain catastrophizing.
Fear of movement was assessed with the 17-item Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia questionnaire 25 showing good reliability and acceptable concurrent validity in patients with low back pain. 48 Each item is rated on a 4-point Likert scale with 1 5 "strongly disagree" and 4 5 "strongly agree" with a higher score indicating higher levels of fear of movement/kinesiophobia (scale 17-68).
Depression and anxiety was assessed with the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) 26 and the Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7 (GAD-7) questionnaire 46 showing good validity and reliability 29, 44 and has been widely used to measure depressive and anxiety symptoms in chronic pain populations. 1 Questions are assessed on a 4-point Likert scale, ranging from 0 5 "not at all" to 3 5 "nearly every day" with a higher score indicating higher depression (scale 0-27) or anxiety (scale 0-21) severity.
Health-related QOL was measured on the 0 to 100 Visual Analog Scale from the EuroQol 5-D questionnaire with 100 indicating the best QOL. 13 Assessment of QOL with the 0 to 100 Visual Analog Scale has shown good correlations with SF-36, degree of independence, and lower depression scores in patients with chronic conditions. 43 
Treatment costs
Treatment costs were calculated accounting for the different number of sessions for each individual. Calculation of costs for the CFT intervention was based on the payment rates detailed in the collective agreement between the Danish Physiotherapy Association and the Danish regions. Calculation of costs for the Pain Center care group was based on rates for diagnostic-related groups (DRG rates) itemized in the collective agreement between the Danish Government and the Danish regions.
Outcomes available for comparison of the 2 treatment pathways
In addition to the estimates of treatment costs, the following painrelated variables were suitable for outcome comparison between CFT and the Pain Center care pathways: duration of pain, use of analgesics and opioids, intensity of average clinical pain, painrelated disability (PDI), body chart (pain drawing) body areas, and health-related QOL, sex, age, height, and weight.
Assessment of pressure pain sensitivity
Pressure pain thresholds that have shown good within-and between-session reliability 22, 51 were assessed by HBV who was not involved in the CFT pathway. Pressure pain thresholds were assessed locally at the right erector spinae muscle (3 cm from the fourth lumbar spinous process) and at the left upper trapezius muscle (10 cm horizontally from the acromion in direct line with the seventh cervical spinous process) using a handheld pressure algometer (Somedic Sales AB, Norra Mellby, Sweden) with a stimulation area of 1 cm 2 , and a pressure rate of 30 kPa/s. Patients were instructed to press a button when the pressure was perceived as the first sensation of minimal pain. Two PPT assessments with 20-second intervals between assessments were completed for each site and the average used for analysis.
Statistical analyses
Two stages of analysis were performed, one to describe the change in the CFT pathway and the second for the comparison of outcomes between the 2 different pathways.
Analysis 1
Analysis 1 involved, first, describing the number of dropouts from the CFT pathway and comparing their baseline characteristics with those that completed the CFT pathway. For continuous scores, P-values were calculated using independent t tests for normally distributed variables and Mann-Whitney U tests for nonnormally distributed variables. For categorical scores, P-values were calculated using x 2 tests. Second, the magnitude of change from baseline to the 3-and 6-month time points was estimated for those that completed CFT pathway, using paired t tests for continuous outcomes (Wilcoxon rank-sum tests if not normally distributed), and the calculation of proportions and odds ratios for dichotomous outcomes. Finally, the change in PPTs between baseline and 3 months, and baseline and 6 months were calculated, and as these data were not normally distributed, Spearman rho correlations were used to describe the association between those changes and pain-related disability or pain intensity at the same outcome time points.
Analysis 2
Analysis 2 estimated the CFT pathway effect by comparing the CFT group outcome after treatment with that of Pain Center care pathway. Between-pathway comparisons in outcomes were analyzed using linear regression, with adjustment for baseline scores of the dependent variable. Bootstrapped standard errors were estimated to adjust for slight departures from normality due to skew, and 95% confidence intervals were constructed from those standard errors.
For all analyses of continuous data, when that data were normally distributed, effects sizes were calculated. For withinpathway change scores, those effect sizes were standardized mean changes (SMCs) using a bias-corrected bootstrap method of 1000 samples with replacement. 12 For betweenpathway differences, those effect sizes were standardized mean differences (SMDs or Cohen's D) also using a biascorrected bootstrap method of 1000 samples with replacement. 12 The strength of effect sizes was categorized using Cohen's criteria (greater than 0.8 as large, 0.5 as moderate, and smaller than 0.2 as small). 8 The same bootstrap method was applied for dichotomous data using the Yang and Dalton method. 60 There were few missing data. Across the estimates in analysis 1, the missingness was 0.8% at baseline, 0.8% at 3 months, and 4.0% at 6 months. Across the estimates in analysis 2, the missingness for the CFT group was 0.0% at baseline, 0.6% at 3 months, and 2.5% at 6 months, and for the Pain Center group was 0.0% at baseline and 3.0% after treatment. Because of this, and that the analyses were made with statistical techniques that are unbiased in the presence of data missing at random, no data were imputed. All statistical analyses were performed using STATA version 15.1 (StataCorp, College Station, TX) with a P-value of ,0.05 as the threshold for statistical significance.
Results

Cognitive functional therapy cases
Forty-seven patients consented to participate in the study ( Fig. 1 and Table 1 ). Six patients were excluded after the first session of CFT, and 7 dropped out within the first 3 CFT sessions due to lack of motivation or due to other health-related issues being investigated. Thirty-four patients completed the CFT pathway; receiving a mean of 6.6 6 1.3 treatment sessions over 12 weeks and were included in analysis 1. Most of the patients reported pain in several areas of the body (Fig. 2) . At baseline, the 72.3% of patients who completed CFT had lower scores on average pain intensity, pain-related disability, and kinesiophobia compared with patients who did not complete ( Table 1) .
Change in clinical outcomes and pressure pain thresholds after cognitive functional therapy
In the CFT group, improvements were seen from baseline to end of treatment in disability, pain intensity, kinesiophobia, pain catastrophization, anxiety, depression, health-related QOL, and a reduction in the proportion taking opioids (%). Those effects were moderate in size, with the point estimates of SMCs ranging from 0.33 to 0.75. Also, there was an increase in lumbar PPT ( Table 2) . At the end of the 3-month treatment period, there was a moderate-sized association between changes in lumbar PPT and changes in pain intensity (r s 5 0.340, P 5 0.049; Table 3 ).
In the CFT group, there were also improvements from baseline to the 6-month follow-up in disability, health-related QOL, anxiety, pain catastrophization, depression, kinesiophobia, and a reduction in the proportion taking opioids. Again, the point estimates of the SMCs were moderate size, and there continued to be an increase in lumbar PPT. At 6 months, there were moderate-sized associations between changes in lumbar PPT Figure 1 . Flow chart.
and changes in pain-related disability (ODI) scores (r s 5 0.348, P 5 0.048) and pain intensity (r s 5 0.381, P 5 0.029).
Comparison between cognitive functional therapy cases and pain Center care
One of the 34 patients who completed CFT could not be matched in the propensity score matching. Consequently, 33 CFT cases and 99 matched control cases were included in analysis 2 ( Fig. 2 and Table 4) . Pain Center care patients received a mean of 16.4 6 7.4 treatment sessions over a median of 9 months. The treatment period in the Pain Center care pathway was approximately 3 times longer and 14.7 times the cost per patient.
Greater reductions in PDI and greater improvements in healthrelated QOL were observed for the CFT group, but there were no differences on all other outcomes ( Table 5 ).
Discussion
Summary of results
This is the first study comparing a CFT pathway to an MPM pathway for patients with severe and disabling pLBP. While acknowledging the limitations of the study design of this pilot case-control study without randomization, the main findings of this pilot study was significant improvements in pain intensity, pain-related disability, pain-related cognitions, emotions, QOL, use of opioids, and back PPT in patients with severe pLBP after the CFT pathway. In addition, the CFT group had larger reductions in pain-related disability and improved QOL at a markedly lower cost at the end of the treatment period compared with the MPM group.
These findings are potentially important, and somewhat surprising, given that these patients were nonresponsive to primary care, and many were taking opioids and on sick leave. This patient profile is known to be very resistant to change. Furthermore, they were provided with a relatively small treatment dose by a single physiotherapist and had no additional booster sessions outside of the 3-month treatment period. However, randomized studies with larger samples are required to reduce the imprecision in many of the estimates of observed effects and control for the limitations of the study design.
The observed changes for pain-related disability and psychological factors are in line with the aim of CFT which directly targets personally relevant psychological, physical, and lifestyle barriers to recovery in an individualized manner, to return people to valued activities. These findings are consistent with previous CFT clinical studies 19, 35, 54 reporting reductions in negative pain cognitions and emotional distress and improvements in pain coping and pain self-efficacy. 5, 35, 54 This model of care is aligned to recent clinical guidelines advocating physical and psychological interventions in people with high levels of psychological distress. Typically, this is delivered in a multidisciplinary care environment, while CFT targets this in an integrated manner delivered by a single physiotherapist.
In general, the MPM group reported small to modest improvements in pain intensity, disability, and QOL of a similar magnitude as recently reported by multidisciplinary pain centers in Canada 38 and in a large meta-analysis. 24 However, the likely heterogeneity in outcome make these results somewhat challenging from a cost-effectiveness perspective, as it is difficult to predict which LBP patients will benefit from an MPM program.
A novel aspect of this study was the increase in PPT at the back after the CFT intervention. Although lower PPT's have been reported in people with pLBP and emotional distress, 41, 42 to date, no study has reported an increase in PPT at the lower back after a CFT intervention. The exact underlying mechanism for these changes are unknown; however, it is known that cognitive processes and lifestyle factors affect both pain 9, 20 and pain sensitivity, 32 and it has been hypothesized that reduced fear of pain and pain-related distress may impact tissue sensitivity. Interestingly, remote trapezius PPT did not increase, suggesting that CFT did not cause a generalized change in pain sensitivity, which point to more local or segmental than systemic mechanisms. Whether these local changes reflect factors such as the normalization of spinal movement and reduced protective guarding of the low back, which are key components in the CFT intervention, is not known. The exact contribution of pain sensitivity mechanisms to spinal pain is unclear, and it has even been suggested that pain sensitivity is a poor marker for the subjective experience of pain and disability. 23 Nonetheless, these preliminary findings of an increase in PPT at the lower back after CFT intervention and an association with reduced pain intensity and pain-related disability suggest that changes in pain sensitivity should be further investigated in studies of CFT.
Results compared with previous cognitive functional therapy studies
Compared with previous studies investigating CFT in primary care patients with low to moderate disability, 19 ,35,54 the present results do not display similar large effects on pain, disability, cognitive, and emotional variables. The findings are in line with a recent RCT reported moderate and long-term reductions in disability, but not pain, in people with disabling LBP after CFT compared with group exercise and education. 34 Interestingly, CFT has consistently demonstrated significant long-term effect on fear in previous studies, 5, 19, 35, 54 and fear has been proposed as a potential mediating effect of disability within the CFT intervention. 5 In this study, the changes in fear were relatively low, which is similar to recent findings, 34 but larger changes in other emotional constructs, eg, depression and anxiety were seen, indicating possible different mechanism of change in this complex cohort of patients. In a recent RCT, CFT resulted in improvements in pain self-efficacy, risk of chronicity, and pain coping compared with group education and exercise. 34 The explanation for the positive results of CFT in this cohort may relate to the nature of the intervention. The CFT intervention targets feared and avoided activities through behavioural experiments that involve exposure to threatening tasks while training relaxation and abolishing protective and safety behaviours. These behavioural experiments are specifically designed to challenge pain-related movement and activity avoidance beliefs and behaviours. 4 Although speculative, this re-engagement with valued activities coupled with increased pain self-efficacy may Table 2 Change in outcomes in the CFT group from baseline to 1 week after the CFT pathway, and at 6-month follow-up. 28, 56 Interestingly, patients who did not complete the CFT intervention also showed higher disability and kinesiophobia than patients who completed the intervention, which may indicate that they could be the individuals who might benefit most from CFT core components. However, not all patients are willing or ready to actively engage in this treatment approach.
Limitations
This is a small pilot case-control study without randomization, so participants were only balanced on the measured variables. The findings may potentially be influenced by nonspecific effects as patients receiving CFT were enrolled in a clinical trial, while patients in the usual MPM group were not. Not all potential outcome variables were available for control patients, and no evaluation of other health care services and costs outside of the study was performed, which could potentially influence the nondirect treatment-related costs. There was a high dropout rate in the beginning of the CFT pathway suggesting that the timing of the pathway was not optimal for all patients or that it did not suit the expectations of all patients. As participant motivation for choosing CFT pathway or Pain Center care was not assessed in this study, we cannot rule out that potential differences may have inflated the results. Although cases were matched at start of pathways, the long wait time for usual Pain Center care may have negative effects across a range of domains including healthrelated QOL and psychological well-being. 30 Based on the Table 3 Correlations between change in pressure pain thresholds and change in pain intensity or pain-related disability in the CFT group.
Spearman rho correlations Post-treatment (n 5 34) 6-month follow-up (n 5 33) exploratory nature of several of the statistical analyses, we acknowledge the risk of Type I error.
Conclusions
Patients receiving CFT showed significant improvements in pain intensity, pain-related disability, pain-related cognitions, emotions, QOL, use of opioids, and PPTs. The CFT pathway produced superior outcomes for pain-related disability and QOL at a much lower cost for patients with severe disabling pLBP compared with an MPM pathway. Although we are cautious not to over interpret this case-control data, fully powered RCTs investigating these results in this setting is warranted, as there is an urgent need to identify alternative, clinically and cost-effective interventions to help people manage disabling pLBP. 
